Tucker Foundation Off-Term Internships

We wanted to let NSS members know more about the Tucker Foundation's off-term funding opportunities, which offer up to $4,000 for service-related projects. In the past, we have had a huge number of students work with organizations both in the U.S. and abroad dealing with global health and social justice issues, such as AIDS education or women’s health and empowerment groups to name a few. I did my internship at Planned Parenthood last summer and I had an amazing, eye-opening experience.

Sincerely,

Silvia Arora
Student Director for Fellowships & Internships

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Interested in Global Health and Social Justice?
Looking for a meaningful way to spend your off-term?
Consider applying for a Dartmouth Partners in Community Service (DPCS) Internship or a Tucker Fellowship!!

Our interns have served all over the world doing medical, public health, and social justice outreach.
Past (U.S.-based) DPCS Interns have:

* Assisted in medical centers in Boston, New Hampshire, New York, and Maryland
* Worked at Refugee Health Centers in Boston
* Led workshops on safe-sex practices and HIV education in San Francisco, CA
* Worked with homeless healthcare clinics in Seattle and Honolulu

Past (international) Tucker Fellows have:

* Volunteered with outreach clinics in Guatemala, South Africa, and Uganda
* Developed first aid and health education classes for women in India
* Worked with youth programs combating teen drug use and delinquency in Israel
* Taught workshops on reproductive health in Peru and Gambia
* Connected homeless adolescents with social services in Bolivia

If you are looking for a global health internship or fellowship experience this spring or summer, please blitz the DPCS (Dartmouth.Partners.in.Community.Service@Dartmouth.EDU) or TFEL (Tucker.Fellows@Dartmouth.EDU) accounts or Silvia (Silvia.Arora.16@Dartmouth.edu)! The student directors and foundation interns are here to help you find an organization, narrow down your issue of focus, reach out and contact the organization, create a strong application and work on your budget. Feel free to blitz with any questions or to make an advising appointment. Tucker has many resources that you can browse in order to see what's been done and to hear how the past interns and fellows grew from their experiences.

**Winter 2015 Deadline: October 8, 2014
**Spring 2015 Deadline: January 28, 2015

(Funding is available for all terms)